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2. METHOD FOR GASEOUS PROPERTIES

Choice of spectral model for calculation of absorption coefficient must

consider compatibility with RTE solver and CPU time. Calculation of

the radiative properties of the gases has been carried out using the full

spectrum correlated k-distribution (FSCK) method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Solution of the Radiative Transfer Equation

(RTE) is essential to solve the radiative heat

transfer in a combustion system. Several

methods for solving this equation such as the

spherical harmonics (P1) and discrete ordinates

(DOM) are widely used. Methane air and

oxyfuel flames have been modelled in CFD

using three different radiative property models

for the calculation of gaseous properties.

1. The choice of radiative property model

influences the calculated wall radiation fluxes

and incident radiation significantly for both air

and oxyfuel firing.

2. For oxyfuel conditions the radiative property

model for gases is more important than for air

conditions but also the properties of the

particles will be highly important in oxycoal

combustion.

3. Gray model for gaseous properties is likely

to reduce the accuracy of predictions for

radiation and temperature calculations in

oxyfuel CFD models. 0
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Comparison of Radiative source term along centreline

4. RESULTS OF CFD MODELLING

The FSCK distributions

are compiled from pre-

calculated narrow band

k-distributions to reduce

computation time. The

CPU time using this

method is reduced

considerably from

narrow band methods.

Methane-oxy combustion
Validation of method
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Distance along centreline (m)

Benchmark Data

DOM with FSCK

DOM with WSGGM based on Smith

Incident radiation (w/m3) for a methane

oxyfuel flame with radiation calculated using

a) DOM with Gray-WSGGM, b) DOM with

Gray-Planck and c) DOM with FSCK.

a)

b)

c)

5. CURRENT WORK

A new improved model for the radiative properties of particles based on the geometric limit of Mie theory equations has

been incorporated with FSCK method for modelling oxy-coal combustion.
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Distance along wall (x=2m, y=1m, z)

Comparison of Radiative Heat Flux along wall

Benchmark Data

DOM with FSCK

DOM with WSGGM based on Smith

• Larger particles 
absorb and 
scatter radiation

• Full Mie 
calculations too 
time intensive for 
full CFD model

• Particle size 
distributions and 
efficiency factors 
can be 
approximated

Char and 
ash particles

• Smaller radii 
of soot means 
the Rayleigh 
limit of Mie 
theory can be 
applied

• Refractive 
index may be 
dependent 
upon 
wavenumber

Soot 
particles • CO2 and H2O

exhibit absorption 
and emission 
bands at 
wavelengths 
related to 
combustion

• High 
concentrations of 
CO2 in oxyfuel 
mean the effect of 
the gases is 
increasingly 
important

Participating 
gases 

3. ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE-RADIATION

INTERACTION


